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Mile Run Is Next Event In Popular P. T. Competition

Competitive Events In Field And Track Are Being Run Off Regularly

Thud and field events in P. T. Competition are progressing rapidly, and hearty fight will be on the cards for the 5-mile run, which will be run off on Saturday. This event was introduced in 1929 as the last event of the track meet, and this year will see its third running.

The distance has been reduced this year to conform with the length of the season. The field for the run is open to all members of the University, and it is expected to be a fairly good one.

WILLIAMS COLLEGE

WILLIAMS COLLEGE

Guarantee of the University of Kentucky; Barrett pushing hill.

At the University of Kentucky, Barrett was the leading runner in the 10-mile race, with a time of 5:15. He was followed by McLean, who turned in a time of 5:20. These two runners, along with a few others, are expected to do well in the 5-mile run.

Williams College

Williams College

To be held at the track meet, the event will be run on the same course as the 5-mile run.

Regan Is Leading Point Getter For M.I.T. Ice Team

Tops Orbanowski With Total Of Six Points Out of Seven Games

Tops Orbanowski With Total Of Six Points Out of Seven Games

Tommy Broach, full line wing on the Technology hockey team, is leading scorer for the Right in both games he has played. Orbanowski has scored a total of six points in the seven games, including four goals and two assists.

Orbanowski Next High

Orbanowski, right wing on the regular line, has four goals which he has scored in two games. For his efforts, he has been named to the All-State team.

INSTITUTE TO HEAR FAMOUS LECTURER
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INSTITUTE TO HEAR FAMOUS LECTURER

The dome of the chapel of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 32. The lecture will be given by Dr. Boylston, and the discussion will be held at 8:00 on Thursday evening.
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57B Faris St., Cambridge, and 869 Dartmouth St., New York
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To Rent
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$1.50

$1.50

$1.50

All Sizes One Hour With 50c Vest
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The Saturday

Boston Evening Transcript

A Great Week-end

Newspaper

FILLED WITH SATURDAY AND SUNDAY READING

Five Cents A Copy

YOUR COLLEGE YEAR WILL BE COMPLETELY INCOMPLETE WITHOUT MAKING THE TRANSFER A READING HABIT

Because of water shortage, sales of soft drinks at the State store of Y. P. I. almost dried up last week.

Students at the University of Tennessee are surveying the possible new fields of study for the future.

Students are surveying the possible new fields of study for the future.

Students are surveying the possible new fields of study for the future.
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On the

night

like this?

*After the GAME?*

*Before the SHOW?

*or at MIDNIGHT?

The Happy Valley went South after a short campaign at a level meeting, with this team, with their hands at the shoulders of Seabrook. They intend to return to their home station, where they will have their own game against the local college team. The game will be held on the campus of the university.

When Body Valley went South after a short campaign at a level meeting, with this team, they had a chance against the local college team. They intend to return to their home station, where they will have their own game against the local college team. The game will be held on the campus of the university.